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On the Computational Power of Asynchronous
Axon Membrane Systems
Tao Song, Senior Member, IEEE, Pan Zheng, Senior Member, IEEE, M. L. Dennis Wong, Senior Member, IEEE,
Min Jiang , Senior Member, IEEE, and Xiangxiang Zeng , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Axon membrane systems, also called axon P systems,
are a group of neuron system inspired neural computing devices.
The system are designed by the mimic of the way axon (connecting
neurons in central nerves systems) processing impulse signals passing along it. In the systems, all the “computing units” are aligned
one after another along the axon, achieving a linear topological
structure. It was known that synchronous axon P systems can compute the families of Turing computable sets of both natural numbers and recursive functions. However, the computational power
of asynchronous axon P systems is still open. In this paper, we
investigate the computational power of asynchronous axon P systems, where the nonsynchronization is induced by either the node’s
asynchronously spiking (working in asynchronous mode) or the
randomly assigned time consumption for each time spiking of the
nodes (working in time-free mode). As results, it is proved that
axon P systems working in either asynchronous or time-free mode
are Turing universal as number generators, which indicates that
the nonsynchronization will not reduce the computation power of
axon P systems. It is worth noting that it needs O(n) spikes to
encode natural number n in asynchronous axon P systems, but it
needs O(n2 ) spikes in Turing universal synchronous axon P systems. These results partially answer an open problem left in [IEEE
NNLS 26(11): 2816-29, 2015], and may also provide some hints on
designing novel learning strategies by imposing computation tasks
on the synapses of neural networks models.
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I. INTRODUCTION
UMAN brain, known as “born to be powerful”, provides
rich ideas for computer scientists to develop powerful and
practical brain-inspired computing devices and models, such as
peering CNNs (Convolutional neural networks) [1] and classical
neural networks models [2], [3]. Neural-like computing models
are computing devices inspired from the way neurons communicating by means of spikes. A neural network can be achieved
or built by connecting a series of computing units or neurons.
Neural networks, i.e., neural-like computing models gain their
popularity for its learning functions [4]–[9] as well as their successful applications in solving problems in practice [10]–[13].
Among the the computing units or neurons, information (represented by a number or a stack of impulse or spikes) can pass
from one to another [14]–[16].
Membrane computing, initiated in 2002, is an attractive
branch of bio-inspired computing. It aims to design computing models with biological information processing intelligence
[17], [18]. Computing models studied in membrane computing are usually named membrane systems or P systems. There
are two main classes of neural-like membrane systems: spiking
neural P systems (SN P systems) and axon P systems.
– Spiking neural P systems are known as a novel candidate of
the third generation of spiking neural networks [19]. The
systems are proposed by modelling the way of biological
neurons firing and communicating via electrical impulse
or spikes [20]–[22]. Research on new variants of SN P
systems is formulated in [23] as a promising branch in
membrane computing [24]–[29].
– Axon P systems are obtained in a constructive way by
mimic axon processing and transmitting information of impulse signals (spikes) passing along it [30]–[32].
It is shown in Figure 1 the biological structure of a neuron,
where a number of computing units, namely Ranvier nodes, are
with linear structure along with a axon.
In neural-like computing models, axons and synapses are abstracted as uniform edges among each pair of connecting neurons, which are only used for transmitting the spikes, and the
weights (the link strength denoted by real numbers) on the
synapses can be updated during the computation by different
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The biological structure of a neuron from [33].

learning strategies. (Significant works and some peering works
on learning approaches from data have been heavily investigated,
see e.g. [34]–[40].) However, this is not exactly biological fact.
Besides transmitting spikes, an axon has also the function of
processing the spikes passed along it. Specifically, when a number of spikes pass from one Ranvier node to its left and right
neighboring node, the spikes can be reduced or increased when
they arrive at the target nodes, which depends on the excitatory
or inhibitory function passing Ranvier node [41], [42]. Axon P
systems were initialized and developed with the biological facts
that Ranvier node process the spikes transmitting along axons
[30]. The system has a finite set of computing units (denoting
Ranvier nodes) with linear arrangement. and has the limitation
that each computing unit can send spikes only to its left and right
neighboring nodes, but not the other nodes.
In [30], it is reported that synchronous axon P systems cannot
produce and accept the set of recursively enumerable languages.
After that, an axon P system with two nodes was constructed,
which can generate non-semilinear sets of natural numbers [31].
In 2015, an exciting result was obtained that axon P systems with
4 nodes can generate/compute the family of sets of Turing computable natural numbers, with 9 nodes can compute recursive
functions, thus achieving Turing universality. In the systems,
each computing node works in a non-synchronous mode and
each information processing rule should be executed and completed in one time unit [32].
In the field of axon P systems, the computational power of
using axons to do computation is not clear, particularly working
in asynchronous mode. The results in the theoretical level is
important for the application of the system. If we use axon P
system to modelling neuro-biological systems, more computing
models which are close to biological facts are needed. In this
work, we consider the computational power of asynchronous
axon P systems.
In neuro-biological fact, transitions of spikes among Ranvier
nodes are not obligatory (even with enabled firing conditions) at
any moment. Also, it is not proper to limit or request different
nodes to complete their spike passing task in a uniform time
unit. We investigate in this work asynchronous axon P systems.
In the systems, the non-synchronization is obtained by either the
obligatory use of enabled rules at any moment (non-synchronous
mode from [43], [44]) or imposing a randomly execution time for

each rule (the time-free mode from [45], [46]). Specifically, the
computational power of asynchronous axon P systems as natural
numbers computing devices is studied. As results, it is proved
that axon P systems with 4 neurons in either non-synchronous or
time-free working mode are Turing universal, which indicates
that the non-synchronization will not reduce the power of axon P
systems to compute/generate natural numbers. It is noted that in
the universality proofs, the number of spikes for encoding arbitrary number n in asynchronous axon P systems is improved to
O(n) from O(n2 ) spikes used in Turing universal synchronous
axon P systems [32].
The results indicate that axon P systems having 4 computing units and simple topological structure (linear structure) can
achieve a “desired” computational power even working in nonsynchronous modes and time-free modes. Axon P systems perform better than spiking neural P systems and certain class of
artificial neural networks in terms of using a less number of
computing or information processing units (such as neurons,
processors or nodes) to achieve Turing universality. These results partially answer to the problem left and formulated in [32],
and may provide some hints on designing novel learning strategies by imposing computation tasks on the synapses of neural
networks models.
II. AXON P SYSTEMS
We firstly recall some basic concepts and notions in formal
language and automata theory [18], which are helpful in understanding the definition of axon P systems. After that, asynchronous axon P systems are introduced by imposing nonsynchronization on the application of rules (non-synchronous
working mode) and execution time of the rules (time-free working mode).
Let V be an alphabet. We denote by V ∗ the set of strings
produced by connection of a finite number of symbols from V .
If a string has no symbol, then it is called empty and denoted by
λ. The set of strings except for empty ones over V is represented
by V + = V ∗ − λ. If V = {a}, V ∗ and V + can simplify written
{a}∗ and {a}+ as a∗ and a+ , if respectively.
Given a finite alphabet V , the regular expressions associated
with V is defined as follows.
r empty set ∅, i.e., the set containing no element is a regular
expression;
r the set containing “empty” string only is a regular expression, that is, no characters contained at all;
r for any symbol a in V , the set composed of symbol a is a
regular expression.
For any two regular expressions under the following operations, including concatenation, alternation and Kleene star, regular expressions can be produced. More details about regular
expressions can be found in [47], [48].
The definition of regular language over an alphabet V is defined as follows, which can be referred to [49].
r The empty language ∅ is a regular language.
r For any symbol v ∈ V , the singleton language {v} is a
regular language.
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Fig. 2.

The structure of an axon P system with linear m nodes.

r If A is a regular language , A∗ (Kleene star) is a regular
language.

r If A and B are regular languages, then A · B (concatenation) and A ∪ B are regular languages.

r No other languages over V are regular.

With each regular expression E, a regular language L(E) is
associated.
An axon P system (having m ≥ 1 computing units) from [32]
is defined as
Π = (O, ρ1 , . . . , ρm ), where:

r O is an alphabet having unique symbol a, which is named
as spike;

r ρ1 , . . . , ρm are m computing units (representing Ranvier
nodes), each of which can be mathematically represented
by ρj = (nj , Rj ), j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, where:
a) nj is the number of spikes initially placed in node ρj ;
b) Rj is a set of firing rules in node ρj , in which firing
rules are of the form E/ac → (al , ar ).
r ρ1 (the leftmost node) is specified as input node to read
spikes into the system from the environment, having only
rules of the form E/ac → (λ, ar ). Node ρm (the rightmost
node) is the output node, which can emit spikes into the
environment.
An axon P system holds a linear structure with nodes being
aligned one after another along the axon. Any axon P system
of degree m nodes (having m nodes) has the same topological
structure, which is shown in Figure 2. The nodes aligned in linear
order from ρ1 to ρm . Node ρ1 , the input node, can read spikes
from the environment, and node ρm can sends or emits spikes
to its neighboring node ρm−1 as well as to the environment, i.e.,
it is the output node.
The node transmits spikes to its neighboring nodes by using
firing rule E/ac → (al , ar ). The application of the firing rule in
node ρi is as follows. At any moment t, if node ρi accumulates
k spikes such that ak ∈ L(E), k ≥ c, the firing rule is enabled.
After using the firing rule, c spikes are consumed from node ρi
(and k − c spikes left), meanwhile, node ρi emits l spikes to its
left neighboring node ρi−1 and r spikes to its right neighboring
node ρi+1 , immediately. The spikes can be used for firing in
the next step when they arrived at the target nodes. If any firing
rule has r = 0 (resp. l = 0), then no spike is emitted to its right
node ρi+1 (resp. left node ρi−1 ). For the first node ρ1 , it holds
rules of the form E/ac → (λ, ar ). For the rightmost node ρm ,
besides sending spikes to its left node, node ρm will send spikes
to the environment, which are counted and used to define the
computation result of the system. If a firing rule has E = ac ,
then it can simply be as ac → (al , ar ).
At certain moment, it is possible to have two firing rules with
common regular expressions, which means more than one firing

3

rule in a node is applicable at that moment, but only one of the
applicable firing rules can be randomly chosen and applied. In
this way, the system works sequentially in the node, i.e., at most
one rule can be used at any step, but for all nodes they work in
a parallel manner.
The “state” (also known as configuration) of the system at a
computation step is defined by the number of spikes accumulated
in each node. With the notation, the initial configuration of axon
P system is n1 , n2 , . . . , nm . When the system halts, that is, the
system reaches a “state” with no node having enabled rule(s),
the number of spikes sent to the environment from the rightmost
node in total is counted and taken as the computation result of the
system. The nodes in the system can fire non-deterministically,
thus the system can generate a set of natural numbers.
We consider in this work the computational power of asynchronous axon P systems, where the non-synchronization is induced by either the non-obligatory use of enabled rules at any
moment (namely working in non-synchronous mode) or imposing a randomly execution time for time node spiking (namely
working in the time-free mode).
r Working in non-synchronous mode
In each time unit (marked by a global clock), if a node
has an applicable firing rule, it is not obligatory to use the
rule. In other words, each node can keep still/inactive in
spite of having certain applicable firing rules against its
spikes. For any node, it can decide to fire or not even with
enabled firing rules and sufficient spikes. If the number of
spikes in certain node is not changed, the applicable firing
rule may be applied later. if the node receive some spikes
to make the firing rule unable to use, then the computation
proceeds in a new configuration. The set of natural numbers
computed by asynchronous axon P system Π is denoted by
asyn
(Π), where all means all the spikes emitted from
Nall
the rightmost nodes into the environment are counted as
asyn
AxonPm
the computation result. It is denoted by Nall
the family of sets of numbers generated by synchronous
axon P systems having m modes.
r Working in time-free mode
Before introducing the notation of time-free working mode
in axon P systems, we shall revisit the notion of timed axon
P systems. An axon P system is called timed, if there exits
a time mapping e : R → N, by which each firing rule is
associated with a execution time. The set of all the firing
rules in the system is R = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ · · · ∪ Rm , and N is
the set of natural numbers.
In timed axon P system, denoted by Π(e), an external clock
is assumed to mark time-units of equal length, starting from
instant 0. The computation step t is the period of time that goes
from instant t − 1 to t. For a firing rule r, its execution will
take e(r) time units to complete. In general, if the execution of
rule r is started at instant j, it is completed at instant j + e(r)
and emitting spikes to its neighboring nodes at the beginning of
moment j + e(r) + 1. When a rule r is started, then the node
is in a “close” status and can not receive any spikes from its
neighboring nodes. The spikes sending to the nodes in a “close”
status will be lost, that is, be removed from the system. If there
is no limitation on the time-mapping e, that is, by time-mapping
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e, each firing rule can be associated with an arbitrary execution
time, then the system is named time-free.
The set of all numbers computed/generated by a time-free
tf
(Π(e)). The sets of
axon P system Π(e) is denoted by Nall
numbers computed by time-free axon P systems of degree m
tf
AxonPm (e).
is Nall
III. UNIVERSALITY RESULTS
In this section, it is obtained that asynchronous and time-free
axon P systems having 4 nodes are Turing universal as number
generators. The universality proofs are based on the computation
of counter machine, which is equivalent with Turing machine as
number computing device.
A counter machine M is composed by a set of counters and
a set of instructions, in which the counters are used to store
numbers and instructions are used to add or subtract number 1
from certain counter. The counter machine starts its computations from the initial instruction, and halts when the machine
reaches the halt instruction. The computing results is the number stored in the output counter. Counter machine M can be
formally denoted by M = (m, H, l0 , lh , I), where l0 is the initial instruction, lh is the halt label of instruction HALT; H is the
set of instruction labels; m is the amount of counters; I is a set
of instructions.
r ADD instruction: li : (ADD(r), lj , lk ) (add 1 to counter r
and non-deterministically go to instruction lj or lk );
r SUB instruction: li : (SUB(r), lj , lk ) (if the number stored
in counter r is greater than zero, then subtract 1 from it and
perform instruction lj , otherwise proceed to instruction lk )
r HALT instruction: lh : HALT (stop the computation of M ).
At the beginning, a counter machine M has all counters empty
(storing number zero) and performs the initial instruction l0 , and
then it continues its computation by applying indicated instructions. When HALT instruction lh is applied, the counter machine
halts. Counter 1 is used as the output counter, and the number
stored in it is said to be computed by M . The set of natural numbers generated by a counter machine M is written as N (M ).
From [50] counter machine M having 3 counters are Turing
universality, which computes the family of length sets of recursively enumerable languages N RE. By RE, we denote the
language generated and recognized by Turing machine, which
is named recursively enumerable languages. Once a computing
device can compute the length of recursively enumerable languages, it is said to be Turing universal, or can achieve Turing
universality.) In the 3 counters (labeled by 1, 2 and 3), counter
1 is usually used to store the computation result. Without lose
of generality, it is assumed that no SUB instruction acting on
counter 1, but ADD instruction [50].
A. Working in Non-Synchronous Mode
The universality proof is achieved by constructing an asynchronous axon P systems with 4 nodes to simulate the computation of counter machine.
asyn
AxonP4 = N RE.
Theorem 3.1: Nall
asyn
AxonP4 ,
Proof: It is sufficient to prove N RE ⊆ Nall
since the converse inclusion can be obtained directly with

Fig. 3.

The topological structure of axon P system Π.

Church-Turing thesis. An asynchronous axon P system Π with
4 nodes is constructed to simulate the computation of universal
counter machine M with 3 counters, whose topological structure is shown in Figure 3. The nodes are labelled by ρ0 , ρ1 , ρ2
and ρ3 , respectively.
In general, node ρ0 works as a program node, whose function
is similar to the state controller of automata, focusing on controlling the instruction to be simulated currently. Specifically,
each instruction li of counter machine M is associated with a
firing rule in node ρ0 . The firing rule is enabled (but not applied
obligatorily due to the non-synchronous working mode) if and
only if node ρ0 contains T + l(i) spikes, where T = 2L with
L being the number of instructions of M and l(i) = i, simulating counter machine M reaching instruction li . Node ρ0 starts
by reading T + l(0) = 2L spikes from the environment, which
indicates system Π has to simulate the first instruction l0 of M .
For counters 1, 2 and 3 of counter machine M , nodes ρ1 ,
ρ2 and ρ3 are associated in system Π, and the number stored
in counter r is encoded by the number of spikes in nodes ρ1 ,
ρ2 and ρ3 . If counter 1 has number n ≥ 0 at certain moment,
then there are 7n spikes in nodes ρ1 ; if counter 2 has number
n ≥ 0 at certain moment, then there are 11n spikes in nodes ρ2 ;
if counter 3 has number n ≥ 0 at certain moment, then there are
13n spikes in nodes ρ3 .
During a computation, when node ρ0 contains T + i spikes
at certain computation step, it fires to simulate instruction li :
(OP(r), lj , lk ) (OP ∈ {ADD, SUB}) of M : starting by firing node
ρ0 , adding or subtracting a number of spikes in node ρr , and
introducing j or k spikes back to node ρ0 . In this way, node
ρ0 holds T + j or T + k spikes and can fire again to simulate
instruction label lj or lk . When node ρ1 (the output node) has
7n + T spikes, it means the computation of counter machine M
is completely simulated. System Π needs to output the computation result.
The formal definition of the constructed axon system Π having
4 nodes is as follows.
Π = (O, ρ0 , ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ3 ),
where the sets of rules R0 , R1 , R2 , R3 in each node are listed in
Table I.
Simulating the ADD instructions
It is obtained that 3 counters are sufficient for counter machine
M to generate N RE, so the simulation of ADD instructions of
M by system Π can be divided into three parts with respect to
the acting counters.
(a) ADD instructions acting on counter 1
Assume at certain moment, system Π starts to simulate
an ADD instruction li on counter 1. Node ρ0 accumulates
T + l(i) spikes at that moment such that both firing rules
aT +l(i) /aT +l(i)−l(j) → (λ, a8 ) and aT +l(i) /aT +l(i)−l(k) →
(λ, a8 ) are can both be used. One of the two enabled firing rules
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TABLE I
RULES IN EACH NODE OF SYSTEM Π, WHERE T = 2L AND l(i) = i WITH 0 ≤ i ≤ L

is non-deterministically related to be applied. Since the system
works in non-synchronous mode, the selected rule is not applied
obligatorily at that moment. But the rule will be applied later,
because no further spike can arrive at node ρ0 .
– If rule aT +l(i) /aT +l(i)−l(j) → (λ, a8 ) is applied, node
ρ0 ends up with T + l(i) − (T + l(i) − l(j)) = l(j) and
sends 8 spikes to node ρ3 . The number of spikes in node ρ3
becomes 13n + 8, and firing rule (a13 )∗ a8 /a7 → (λ, a7 )
will be applied, consuming 7 spikes and sending 7 spikes
to node ρ2 . The number of spikes in node ρ2 becomes
to 11n + 7, n ≥ 0. Firing rule (a11 )∗ a7 /a7 → (a, a7 ) will
be applied in certain moment. Eventually, node ρ2 sends
7 spikes to its right node ρ1 , and the number of spikes in
node ρ1 is increased by 7, simulating adding 1 to counter 1.

Meanwhile, node ρ2 sends one spike back to its left node
ρ3 , which holds 13n + 2, n ≥ 0 spikes and will become
active immediately or some steps later by using firing rule
(a13 )∗ a2 /a2 → (aT , λ). When the rule is applied, node ρ3
sends T spikes to node ρ0 such that node ρ0 has T + l(j)
spikes, which indicates system Π starts to simulate instruction lj of M .
– If firing rule aT +l(i) /aT +l(i)−l(k) → (λ, a8 ) is applied at
some moment, node ρ0 ends up with l(k) and sends 8
spikes to node ρ3 . Having 13n + 8, n ≥ 0 spikes inside,
node ρ3 becomes active at certain moment by using firing rule (a13 )∗ a8 /a7 → (λ, a7 ), consuming 7 spikes (one
spike left) and sending 7 spikes to node ρ2 . Node ρ2 holds
11n + 7, n ≥ 0 spikes such that firing rule (a11 )∗ a7 /a7 →
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(a, a7 ) will be applied at that moment or some steps
later. When the rule is applied, node ρ2 sends 7 spikes
to node ρ1 . The number of spikes in node ρ1 is incremented by 7, simulating the operation of adding one to
counter 1. Meanwhile, node ρ2 sends one spike back to
its left node ρ3 . With 13n + 2, n ≥ 0 spikes, node ρ3 can
become active immediately or some steps later by using
rule (a13 )∗ a2 /a2 → (aT , λ). When the rule is applied, T
spikes are sent to node ρ0 such that node ρ0 has T + l(k)
spikes. Asynchronous axon P system Π starts to simulate
instruction lk of M .
(b) ADD instruction acting on counter 2
Let li : (ADD(2), lj , lk ) be an ADD instruction acting on
counter 2. When system Π starts to simulate it, node ρ0
contain T + l(i) spikes at that moment. Having T + l(i)
spikes, both of firing rules aT +l(i) /aT +l(i)−l(j) → (λ, a11 ) and
aT +l(i) /aT +l(i)−l(k) → (λ, a11 ) are enabled, but only one of
them can be used at certain moment.
– If firing rule aT +l(i) /aT +l(i)−l(j) → (λ, a11 ) is chosen to
apply, node ρ0 ends with l(j) spikes and sends 11 spikes
to node ρ3 . By receiving 11 spikes, node ρ3 contains
13n + 11, n ≥ 0 spikes and will fire at certain moment by
using rule (a13 )∗ a11 /a11 → (aT , a11 ), sending 11 spikes
to node ρ2 . The number of spikes in node ρ2 is increased
by 11, simulating the number stored in counter 2 is added
by 1. At the same moment, node ρ3 ends T spikes to node
ρ0 . Asynchronous anon P system Π starts to simulate instruction lj of M .
– Similarly, if aT +l(i) /aT +l(i)−l(j) → (λ, a11 ) is chosen to
apply, the number of spikes in node ρ2 will be increased by
11, simulating adding 1 on counter 2, and the number of
spikes in node ρ0 becomes T + l(k). Asynchronous axon
P system Π starts to simulate instruction lk of M .
(c) ADD instruction acting on counter 3
When system Π simulates an ADD instruction li acting on
counter 3, node ρ0 holds T + l(i) spikes such that node ρ0
can non-deterministically choose one of the two firing rules,
aT +l(i) /aT +l(i)−l(j) → (λ, a14 ) and aT +l(i) /aT +l(i)−l(k) →
(λ, a14 ) and fire, ending with l(j) or l(k) spikes and emitting
14 spikes to node ρ3 . With 13n + 14, n ≥ 0 spikes, firing rule
(a13 )∗ a14 /a → (aT , λ) can be applied, consuming one spike
and sending T spikes to node ρ0 . The number of spikes in node
ρ3 is increased by 13, simulating the operation of adding 1 on
counter 3, and node ρ0 holds T + l(j) or t + l(k) spikes. At that
moment, asynchronous axon P system Π proceeds to simulate
instruction lj or lk , non-deterministically.
Simulating SUB instructions
Without lose of generality, it is assumed that there is no SUB
instruction operated on counter 1, i.e., the output counter. So,
there are only SUB instructions acting on counter 2 and 3.
(a) Simulating SUB instruction on counter 2
When system Π starts the simulation of SUB instruction li
operated on counter 2, node ρ0 has T + l(i) spikes and firing
rule aT +l(i) → (λ, a3 ) can be applied at certain moment. By
using the rule, node ρ0 transmits 3 spikes to node ρ3 , and a
certain step later node ρ3 transmits the 3 spikes to node ρ2 . In
node ρ2 , it has the following two cases.

– If node ρ2 accumulates 11n, n > 0 spikes, then firing rule
(a11 )+ a3 /a14 → (a4 , λ) is enabled and applied at certain
moment. By using the rule, 14 spikes are canceled by node
ρ2 and 4 spikes are passed to node ρ3 . By removing 14
spikes, node ρ2 ends with 11n + 3 − 14 = 11(n − 1), n ≥
1 spikes. In this way, system Π simulates that the number in counter 2 has been decremented by one. Node
ρ3 fires at certain moment by firing rule (a13 )∗ a4 /a4 →
(aT +l(j) , λ), transmitting T + l(j) spikes to node ρ0 .
This indicates instruction lj of M is to be simulated by
system Π.
– If node ρ2 has no spike (corresponding to the fact that
the number stored in counter 2 is 0), then firing rule
(a3 /a3 → (a5 , λ) is applied at certain moment. By using
the rule, 5 spikes are sent to node ρ3 such that firing rule
(a13 )∗ a5 /a4 → (aT +l(k) , λ) will be used in some step. In
this case, node ρ3 sends T + l(k) spikes to node ρ0 . Asynchronous axon P system Π goes to simulate instruction lk
of M .
(b) Simulating SUB instruction operated counter 3
Assume at certain step, system Π starts the simulation of SUB
instruction li acting on counter 3. At that moment, node ρ0 has
T + l(i) spikes and firing rule aT +l(i) → (λ, a6 ) can be applied
at certain moment to send 6 spikes to node ρ3 . In node ρ3 , it has
the following two cases.
– If node ρ3 accumulates 13n, n > 0 spikes (corresponding
to the fact that the number stored in counter 3 is larger
than 0), then firing rule (a13 )+ a6 /a19 → (aT +l(j) , λ) is
applied at certain moment. With using the neuron, node
ρ3 consumes 19 spikes and transmit T + l(j) spikes to
node ρ0 . In node ρ3 , there are in total 13n + 6 − 19 =
13(n − 1) (n ≥ 1) spikes. This simulates the operation that
the number in counter 2 is decremented by one. Node ρ0 has
T + l(j) spikes, which means system Π starts to simulate
instruction lj of M .
– If node ρ3 has no spike (corresponding to the fact that the
number stored in counter 3 is 0), then firing rule (a6 /a6 →
(aT +l(k) , λ) is applied at certain moment, sending node
T + l(k) spikes to node ρ0 . This means system Π starts to
simulate instruction lk of M .
Outputting the computation result
It is assumed that at ceratin computation step counter machine M reaches the halting instruction. In system Π, node
ρ0 accumulates T + l(h) spikes. At that moment, node ρ1
contains 7n spikes, i.e., counter 1 hold number n when M
halts.
With T + l(h) spikes in node ρ0 , firing rule aT +l(h) →
(λ, aT ) in node ρ0 is applied, emitting T spikes to node ρ3 . Node
ρ3 sends T spikes to node ρ2 by using firing rule (a13 )∗ aT /aT →
(λ, aT ), and the the T spikes will be transmitted to node ρ1 when
node ρ2 fires. Node ρ1 accumulates 7n + T spikes and fires by
using firing rule (a7 )+ aT /a7 → (λ, a). Such firing rule will be
applied in total for n times by node ρ1 . And in each time firing, node ρ1 sends one spike into the environment. When the
computation of system Π halts, n spikes are emitted into the
environment, which is exactly the number stored in counter 1 of
M when it halts.
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TABLE II
RULES IN EACH NODE OF SYSTEM Π , WHERE T = 2L AND l(i) = i WITH 0 ≤ i ≤ L

From the above description, the computation of universal
counter machine M (with 3 counters) can be correctly simulated by asynchronous axon P system Π with 4 nodes. It has
asyn
AxonP4 = N (M ).
Nall
asyn
Therefore, it holds N RE = Nall
AxonP4 , and this completes the proof.


B. Working in Time-Free Mode
In this subsection, the universality of axon P systems working
in time-free mode is obtained by simulating the computation of
universal counter machine.
tf
AxonP4 (e) = N RE.
Theorem 3.2. Nall

tf
AxonP4 (e). A
Proof: It is sufficient to prove N RE ⊆ Nall
time-free axon P system Π with 4 nodes is constructed to simulate universal counter machine M with 3 counters. The topological structure of system Π is the same with the one shown in
Figure 3.
The constructed time-free axon P system Π is formally defined as

Π = (O, ρ0 , ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ3 , e).
The sets of firing rules R0 , R1 , R2 , R3 are the same with the
ones in system Π. A random time-mapping e : R → N is introduced, by which each rule is associated with a random execution
time, instead of one time unit as working in non-synchronous
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mode. The rules and its execution time are shown in Table II.
For counters 1, 2 and 3 of M , nodes ρ1 , ρ2 and ρ3 are associated
in system Π , and the number stored in counter r is encoded by
the number of spikes in the nodes. If counter 1 stores number
n ≥ 0, there are 7n spikes in nodes ρ1 ; if counter 2 stores number n ≥ 0, there are 11n spikes in nodes ρ2 ; if counter 3 stores
number n ≥ 0, there are 13n spikes in nodes ρ3 .
In time-free axon P system Π , node ρ0 works to control which
instruction of M to be simulated. In general, when system Π
simulates instruction li of M at any step, there are T + i spikes
in node ρ0 . Since the initial instruction of M is l0 , node ρ0 starts
by reading T + l(0) = 2L spikes from the environment. This
indicates system Π starts to simulate the initial instruction l0 of
M . During the simulation, when node ρ0 has T + i spikes, it fires
to simulate that register machine M reaches instruction li . When
node ρ1 (the output node) has 7n + T spikes, the computation in
M is completely simulated by system Π and it begins to output
the computation result.
Different from the case of working in non-synchronous mode,
node in time-free axon system Π becomes active if it has enabled
rule(s), but the execution time is determined by the time mapping
e, can be random number. It is not hard to find that the universal
counter machine M with 3 counters can be correctly simulated
by time-free axon P system Π having 4 nodes. The details of
the proof are quite similar with Theorem 3.1, which are omitted
here.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we has obtained the computational power of
axon P systems working in non-synchronous mode, where the
non-synchronization can be obtained by either the obligatory use
of enabled rules at any moment (namely the non-synchronous
mode) or imposing a random execution time for each rule
(namely time-free mode). It is proved that asynchronous and
time-free axon P systems having 4 nodes with the same topological structure can compute/genrate the family of sets of length
of recursively enumerable languages, i.e., the set of Turing computable natural numbers, thus achieving Turing universality.
This indicates that the non-synchronization will not reduce the
computational power of axon P systems. As well, it is found that
the number of nodes used in non-synchronous axon P systems is
not more than the ones needed for synchronous axon P systems.
In [30], the encoding of value n is done by 3Ln spikes, where
L is amount of instructions in the register machine. The encoding
mechanism is still linear (O(n)), not quadratic. In our systems,
we use 13n spikes to encode number n, which also improves the
information encoding way from [30].
Moreover, in the universality proofs, the number of spikes
used to encode arbitrary number n in nodes associated with
counters of universal counter machine in asynchronous and timefree axon P systems are 7n, 11n, 13n, i.e., it is O(n). This improved the strategy in universal synchronous axon P systems,
wherein O(n2 ) spikes are used to represent number n in the
nodes associated with the counters [32]. Comparing with SN P
systems (4 neurons with request rules [39] or white hole rules
[40]) and recurrent neural networks (886 units needed [51]) to

achieve Turing universality, axon P systems doing computation
along axon are with a smaller number of computing units to
achieve Turing universality. Moreover, this is the first attempt to
do computation along with axon working in non-synchronous
mode in axon P systems.
These results give a partial answer to an open problem left in
[32], and may provide some hints on designing novel learning
strategies or training method for neural-like computing models
by imposing some computation tasks on the synapses of neural
networks models.
In 2015, memcomputing machines were proposed in [52].
The machine has linear structure with units in memory, and can
run multiple instructions in a parallel manner. It is of interests
to design memcomputing machines with firing rules and linear
structure as axon P systems working in synchronous or nonsynchronous mode, which will increase the level of realism a
neural simulation, thus resulting power brain-inspired computing machines or systems.
In the theoretical level, axon P systems working in both synchronous and asynchronous modes perform better than artificial
neural networks [51] in terms of using less number of computing units to achieve Turing universality. Few results focus on
solving real-life problems, like natural language processing or
optimization problems by axon P systems It is quite an interesting research topic for further research. One of the most vital
problems is that the data structure of axon P system are discrete
spikes, and it needs to find a way to represent natural languages
and other problems by spikes, and then axon P systems can be
used to deal with the information represented by the spikes or
spike trains.
In 2019, spiking neural P systems with learning functions are
proposed in [53], in which synapses and their weights can be
updated during the computation. The idea is directly from the
neural systems in human brain for learning. This can also be
useful in developing learning axon P systems, such as spiking
rules can be updated during the computation of axon P system.
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